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ABSTRACT
We discuss the approach of searching low mass dwarf galaxies, . 106 M, in the general field, using in-
tegrated light surveys. By exploring the limiting surface brightness-spatial resolution (µeff,lim − θ) parameter
space, we suggest that faint field dwarfs in the Local Volume, between 3 and 10 Mpc, are expected to be
detected effectively and in large numbers using integrated light photometric surveys, complementary to the
classical star counts method. We use a sample of Local Group dwarf galaxies to construct relations between
their photometric and structural parameters, M∗-µeff,V and M∗-Reff. We use these relations, along with as-
sumed functional forms for the halo mass function and the stellar mass-halo mass relation, to calculate the
lowest detectable stellar masses in the Local Volume and the expected number of galaxies as a function of
the limiting surface brightness and spatial resolution. The number of detected galaxies depends mostly on the
limiting surface brightness for distances > 3 Mpc while spatial resolution starts to play a role at distances
> 8 Mpc. Surveys with µeff,lim ∼ 30 mag arcsec−2 should be able to detect galaxies with stellar masses down
to ∼ 104 M in the Local Volume. Depending on the assumed stellar mass-halo mass relation, the expected
number of galaxies between 3 and 10 Mpc is 0.04 − 0.35 deg−2, assuming a limiting surface brightness of
∼ 29 − 30 mag arcsec−2 and a spatial resolution < 4′′. We currently look for field dwarf galaxies by per-
forming a blank wide-field survey with the Dragonfly Telephoto Array, optimized for the detection of ultra-low
surface brightness structures.
Subject headings: galaxies: abundances — galaxies: dwarf — galaxies: luminosity function, mass function
1. INTRODUCTION
The number of low mass dwarf galaxies in the Local Vol-
ume provides strong constraints on modern theories of galaxy
formation (Klypin et al. 2015). There are currently no strong
constraints on the lower mass cutoff of the luminosity func-
tion of galaxies. Of particular interest is whether the lu-
minosity function extends all the way to Ultra Faint Dwarf
(UFD) regime (e.g. Geha et al. 2009) or there is a cutoff at
higher masses. Related important and extensively discussed
uncertainty regards the shape of the stellar mass-halo mass
(SMHM) relation on the low mass end. There is no ob-
servational data for testing the abundance-matching-derived
SMHM relation at low stellar masses (e.g. Guo et al. 2010;
Behroozi et al. 2013; Moster et al. 2013; Karukes & Salucci
2017) and further more, recent studies have shown a possible
large scatter in this relation at low masses (Garrison-Kimmel
et al. 2017; Munshi et al. 2017).
Therefore, performing a systematic deep, wide-field search
for faint objects in the general field is of great importance.
This is also critical for our understanding of physical pro-
cesses involved in low mass galaxy formation in the field.
Geha et al. 2012 showed that dwarf galaxies (107 < M∗ <
109M) with no active star formation are extremely rare
(< 0.06%) in the field. It is interesting to examine this finding
in the Local Volume, including further lower mass dwarfs.
In the Local Group, dwarf galaxies have very low sur-
face brightness, of & 28 mag arcsec−2 (McConnachie 2012;
Klypin et al. 2015). Many of the dwarf galaxies known to us
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today were at first detected using direct star counts. In this
approach, galaxies are detected by identifying a stellar over-
density through individual star counts (compared to the den-
sity at larger scales, in order to confirm they are not part of a
galactic background or foreground). Star count surveys have
proven to be very successful, with the detection of dozens of
dwarf galaxies and star clusters in the Local Group and even
slightly beyond (e.g. Irwin 1994; Ibata et al. 2007; Koposov
et al. 2008; Walsh et al. 2009; Belokurov et al. 2010; Richard-
son et al. 2011; Martin et al. 2013; Koposov et al. 2015; Bech-
tol et al. 2015; Torrealba et al. 2016a; Torrealba et al. 2016b).
Studies based on star counts are able to reach effective sur-
face brightness levels of 30 mag arcsec−2 or fainter but suffer
from another limiting factor. The brightness of stars, observed
as point sources, decreases with the square of the distance and
hence star count surveys are only efficient at identifying dwarf
galaxies in the local universe.
Beyond 5 Mpc, galaxies are more easily detected as inte-
grated light objects, as surface brightness is independent of
distance (for low redshift objects that do not suffer from cos-
mological surface brightness dimming of the form (1+z)−4).
In fact, many of the faint galaxies discovered in the Local Vol-
ume in recent years were detected as integrated light objects
and have remarkably expanded the census of faint and ultra
faint dwarf candidates beyond the Local Group (Karachent-
sev et al. 2013; Karachentsev et al. 2014; Karachentsev et al.
2015; Merritt et al. 2014; Romanowsky et al. 2016; Javan-
mardi et al. 2016; Henkel et al. 2017; Mu¨ller et al. 2017). Fur-
thermore, many recent surveys find faint, unresolved low sur-
face brightness dwarf galaxies in nearby groups and clusters,
demonstrating a possible gold mine for finding faint galaxies
in the field (Merritt et al. 2014; Ferrarese et al. 2016; Mu¨ller
et al. 2017; Mu¨ller et al. 2017; Geha et al. 2017; Greco et al.
2017). Integrated light surveys offer complementary benefits
and drawbacks compared to star count surveys: they are able
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FIG. 1.— A dwarf galaxy with M∗ = 105M as a function of increasing distance, artificially created using the ArtPop code. From a galaxy well-resolved
into stars at 500 kpc, it gradually becomes less resolved and turns into an integrated flux object at 4 Mpc. The surface brightness remains constant while the size
of the galaxy decreases with the distance.
to efficiently probe large volumes, but require extreme surface
brightness sensitivity. Moreover, follow-up observations are
required in order to measure distances and determine whether
a galaxy is associated with a group of galaxies or is in its
foreground or background (Merritt et al. 2016b; Danieli et al.
2017).
Recent advances allow imaging large areas of the galactic
sky down to ultra low surface brightness levels and provide an
excellent platform for hunting dwarf galaxies in the field.The
tremendous progress in improving the surface brightness limit
in the last few years was achievable by using a new innovative
design that minimizes systematic errors that often limit the ac-
curacy of background estimation and flat-fielding. The Drag-
onfly Telephoto Array (hereafter Dragonfly) is an example for
such an imaging system. It was designed to overcome the
systematic limitations that prevent conventional telescopes
from being able to image down to low surface brightness
levels (Abraham & van Dokkum 2014). It is comprised of
48 high-end commercial telephoto lenses that feature nano-
fabricated coatings with sub-wavelength structures to yield a
factor of ten improvement in wide-angle scattered light rel-
ative to other conventional astronomical telescopes. Its per-
formance is equivalent to that of a 1 meter aperture refractor
with a f/0.39 focal ratio and a wide field of view of six square
degrees. Dragonfly is specialized to efficiently observe ex-
tended objects down to hitherto unprecedentedly low surface
brightness levels, and is therefore ideally suited to detect pos-
sible dwarfs candidates in the field. Dragonfly has already
proven successful in identifying dozens of low surface bright-
ness (26− 28 mag arcsec−2) objects in various fields (Merritt
et al. 2014; Cohen et al. in prep, Danieli et al. in prep).
In this paper, we demonstrate the importance of surface
brightness as a key parameter in such systematic searches. We
also discuss the trade-off between surface brightness and res-
olution and what roles they both play in our ability to detect
faint objects. We build on known cosmological models and
on the census of dwarf galaxies in the Local Group to esti-
mate the expected number of dwarf galaxies in the field.
This paper is organized as follows: we start by presenting a
new tool, ArtPop, for simulating the appearance of galaxies
in various photometric systems, using artificial stellar popu-
lations, in Section 2. We use ArtPop to demonstrate the
variation in visibility of dwarf galaxies at different distances.
Next, we explore the detectability of the lowest mass galaxies
in the Local Volume (out to 10 Mpc) using integrated light,
in Section 3. We present a model for the expected number of
field dwarfs in Section 3.1 and present our results in Section
3.2. We then discuss the advantages of integrated light sur-
veys compared to (ground-based) star counts surveys in cer-
tain regimes in Section 4. We conclude and discuss a system-
atic search for field dwarf galaxies, over a wide field in the
Local Volume, using the Dragonfly Telephoto Array in Sec-
tion 5.
2. SIMULATED IMAGES OF GALAXIES WITH ARTPOP
In order to demonstrate how an ultra faint dwarf galaxy
will be observed at different distances, we introduce a new
tool, ArtPop, for simulating the appearance of galaxies
in different photometric systems, using Artificial stellar
Populations. ArtPop requires three sets of parameters as
input:
1. The galaxy stellar population parameters: Initial Mass
Function (IMF), stellar mass or number of stars (M∗ orNstars),
age and chemical composition (currently parameterized by
[Fe/H]).
2. Structural and spatial information: distance (D), effec-
tive (half-light) radius (reff), Se´rsic index (n), ellipticity ()
and position angle (θ).
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FIG. 2.— The stellar mass-effective surface brightness and effective radius-stellar mass relations of dwarf galaxies in the Local Group (McConnachie 2012;
Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Torrealba et al. 2016a; Torrealba et al. 2016b; Homma et al. 2016; Simon et al. 2017; Homma et al. 2017),
along with the best-fit of linear model for this data. Shaded regions show the 95% confidence interval. Stellar masses have been estimated assuming a V−band
mass-to-light ratio of M/LV = 2.0 (Conroy et al. 2009).
3. Imaging and: photometric system (including magnitude
zeropoint) and a Point Spread Function (PSF).
ArtPop creates the artificial galaxy from stars in the fol-
lowing way: Nstars stars are sampled according to the IMF
from MIST isochrones (Dotter 2016; Choi et al. 2016). The
selected stars are shifted to the right distance and distributed
spatially according to a Se´rsic profile that serves as a proba-
bility distribution for their position. Then, each point source
is convolved with the PSF of the imaging system.
In Figure 1 we show an ArtPop galaxy as observed with
the Dragonfly Telephoto Array photometric system: SDSS
g-band, 2.”8 pixel−1 and the Dragonfly PSF (Merritt et al.
2014). The galaxy was constructed using 5 · 105 stars, cor-
responding to a stellar mass of M∗ = 105M for a Salpeter
(1955) IMF, and has an effective radius of 400 pc. At a dis-
tance of 500 kpc (top left) the galaxy is easily resolved into
stars and different stellar populations can be detected and
quantified. However, at farther distances, the resolved galaxy
transforms to appear as a low surface brightness “blob”; less
and less individual stars can be identified and the galaxy turns
into a smooth object. Once its angular size is small than the
spatial resolution of the imaging system, it will look like a
point source and the brightness of the centered pixel will de-
crease as∼ D2. As can be seen from this example, a very low
mass galaxy can be identified as a dwarf galaxy candidate at
larger distances than those achieved in star counts surveys. In
the next section we present a model for the expected num-
ber of field dwarf galaxies and a calculation for the required
observational capabilities for testing these predictions.
3. DISCOVERING DWARF GALAXY CANDIDATES USING
INTEGRATED LIGHT IMAGING
In this section we present a model (§ 3.1) and results (§ 3.2)
for calculating the abundances of dwarf galaxies in the field,
between 3 and 10 Mpc, using integrated light imaging.
3.1. Methodology
We start with compiling all known dwarf galaxies in the
Local Group along with their photometric and structural pa-
rameters (McConnachie 2012; Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica-
Wagner et al. 2015; Torrealba et al. 2016a; Torrealba et al.
2016b; Homma et al. 2016; Simon et al. 2017; Homma et al.
2017). We use this observational data set to get an estimate
for the number of dwarf galaxies in the field. An important
assumption in our model is that dwarf galaxies in the field
have similar statistical properties as dwarf satellite galaxies in
the Local Group. Of course, field dwarfs might have different
properties than dwarf galaxies in the Local Group due to cos-
mic variance and environmental effects that can impact their
formation mechanisms (see, e.g., Geha et al. 2009). How-
ever, this is by far the most complete sample of dwarf galaxies
down to the lowest masses, available to us.
We use the effective radii, magnitudes in V -band and el-
lipticities to calculate the mean V -band surface brightness
within the effective radius, µeff,V . We assume a V -band mass-
to-light ratio of M/LV = 2.0, appropriate for old (10 Gyr)
metal-poor ([Z/H] < −1) populations (Conroy et al. 2009).
The assumption of an old, metal-poor stellar population is
conservative, as field dwarfs might have younger stellar pop-
ulations, possibly even with activestar formation (Geha et al.
2012). We use this observational data set to obtain a relation
between the stellar mass and the effective surface brightness
and between the effective radius and the stellar mass. The
best-fit to the observational data is given by
logM∗ = −0.51 · µeff,V + 19.23, (1)
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FIG. 3.— Various published stellar mass-halo mass relations (Behroozi
et al. 2013; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014; Brook et al. 2014; Rodriguez-
Puebla et al. 2017). Dotted lines are extrapolations of derived relations and
the pink circles are galaxies from the 40 Thieves simulation (Munshi et al.
2017). The upper x−axis has been converted to halo cumulative number
density based on our fiducial cosmology.
with a 2σ scatter of 0.92 dex, and
logReff = 0.23 · logM∗ − 1.93, (2)
with a 2σ scatter of 0.29 dex.
The compiled data along with the best-fit relations are pre-
sented in Figure 2.
Another key ingredient in our calculation is the stellar
mass-halo mass relation for galaxies, M∗ −Mh. A powerful
and widely used technique to derive this relation is by using
the abundance matching ansatz. In its simplest implemen-
tation, observed galaxies are matched in a one-to-one fash-
ion with dark matter halos from a dark matter-only simula-
tion while assuming a monotonic relation between the stellar
mass, M∗ and the dark matter halo mass, Mh, such that the
cumulative number density of dark matter halos matches the
cumulative number density of galaxies (e.g. Frenk et al. 1988;
Yang et al. 2003; Kravtsov et al. 2004; Conroy et al. 2006;
Vale & Ostriker 2006; Vale & Ostriker 2006; Guo et al. 2010;
Behroozi et al. 2013; Moster et al. 2013; Brook et al. 2014;
Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014; Sawala et al. 2015; Rodriguez-
Puebla et al. 2017; Munshi et al. 2017; Read et al. 2017;
Moster et al. 2017). Although abundance matching studies
are in good agreement for halos of masses & 1011M, at
lower masses there is a large uncertainty in the stellar mass-
halo mass relation. Different studies present various slopes
for the relation below stellar masses of a few ×107M, pre-
sumably due to incompleteness at the low mass end and due
to the variations in the halo mass function assumed in various
simulations. The derived slopes of the low mass M∗ − Mh
relation, α, where M∗ ∝Mαh , span a wide range of 1.6−3.1.
Moreover, while the scatter at the high mass end is consis-
tently measured to be relatively small, ∼ 0.2 dex or less, low
luminosity galaxies have a more stochastic star formation, re-
sulting in a large scatter.
Recent studies have explored the significance of the scat-
ter in the M∗ −Mh relation and quantified the scatter in this
relation for low mass galaxies (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017;
Munshi et al. 2017; Jethwa et al. 2018). The uncertainty in the
M∗−Mh relation at low masses can have a large effect on our
predictions. In this calculation we adopt two relations - the
relation from Rodriguez-Puebla et al. 2017 as a lower limit
and the relation from Behroozi et al. 2013 as an upper limit.
In Figure 3 we show these two relations along with other re-
cently derived stellar mass-halo mass relations. We calculate
the cumulative halo number density as a function of halo mass
assuming a dark matter halo mass function from Tinker et al.
2010, obtained using the HMFcalc code (Murray et al. 2013).
We adopt cosmological parameters consistent with the 7 year
WMAP results (Komatsu et al. 2011): H0 = 70.4 km s−1,
Ωm = 0.27 = 1 − ΩΛ and σ8 = 0.81. The upper x-axis of
Figure 3 shows the values of the cumulative number density
as a function of halo mass.
Given the model ingredients described above, we can cal-
culate the expected number of dwarf galaxies with a particular
distance, size, and surface brightness. The number of detected
galaxies also depends on the imaging capabilities, in particu-
lar, the limiting surface brightness, µeff,lim, and the spatial
resolution, θ.
For a given limiting surface brightness, µeff,lim, we use the
linear relation shown in equation 1 to get the estimated value
for the limiting stellar mass, M∗,lim. In order to keep our
calculation conservative we consider the value of the stellar
mass after adding a 2σ scatter, i.e., we use: logM∗,lim =
−0.51 · µeff,lim + 19.23 + 2σlogM∗ , where σ is the standard
deviation. We then use the relation shown in equation 2 to
estimate the effective radius of the galaxies with such stel-
lar masses, considering the smallest detectable objects to be
logReff,lim = 0.23 · logM∗ − 1.93 − 2σlogReff , i.e., within
2σ range of the average effective radius.
In the next step we consider the spatial resolution in arc-
seconds, θ, which determines the limiting physical size of de-
tectable objects and thus the visible horizon for the lowest
detectable stellar masses. Given a spatial resolution, θ, ob-
jects with limiting effective radius Reff,lim can be identified
as galaxies to distances of
Dlim(µeff,lim, θ) =
2.06 · 105 ·Reff,lim[pc]
θ [arcsec]
, (3)
with effective radius calculated as described above:
log(Reff,lim) = 0.23 · [−0.51 · µeff,lim + 19.23 + 2σlogM∗ ]
−1.93− 2σlogReff ,
(4)
where σlogM∗ = 0.92 and σlogReff = 0.29.
The described model ingredients are combined to calculate
the predicted cumulative number of galaxies, as a function of
stellar mass, limiting surface brightness and resolution, in the
Local Volume (DLV=10 Mpc), in the following way:
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FIG. 4.— The minimal detectable stellar mass in integrated light surveys, assuming a limiting effective surface brightness in the V−band and a spatial
resolution. Black contour lines indicate constant minimal stellar mass for different values of limiting effective surface brightness and spatial resolution. At the
indicated masses, the completeness is 95%.
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dMD
3
lim((M, θ))dM + n(> M∗(θ,D = 10))D
3
LV, if Dlim < 10
n(> M∗(θ,D = 10))D3LV, if Dlim > 10
(5)
where dndM is the differential stellar mass function, con-
verted from the differential halo mass function using the
M∗ − Mh relation. The lower limit of the integration is
given by M∗,lim, and the upper limit is the lowest stellar
mass that can be detected out to the edge of the Local Vol-
ume, M∗(θ,D = 10). n(> M∗(θ,D = 10)) is the cumu-
lative number density of galaxies for stellar mass larger than
M∗(θ,D = 10), again converted from the cumulative number
density of halos using the M∗ −Mh relation.
In the next section we present the results we obtain using
the model just described.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Detection Limits
As described in Section 3.1, assuming a limiting surface
brightness and spatial resolution we use the linear relations,
µeff,V − logM∗ and logM∗ − logReff, that were constructed
using the empirical measured properties of dwarf galaxies in
the complete Local Group sample, to infer the minimal de-
tectable stellar mass for a set of (µeff,θ) at various distances.
In Figure 4, we show the minimal detectable stellar mass as
a function of limiting surface brightness and spatial resolu-
tion, for different distances. For all distances, the minimal de-
tectable stellar mass depends strongly on the limiting surface
brightness, which is a crucial parameter when carrying our in-
tegrated light surveys for the purposes of detecting new low
mass galaxies. The limiting stellar mass changes quite dra-
matically ranging from stellar masses of ∼ 108M for sur-
veys with limiting surface brightness of ∼ 24 mag arcsec−2
to stellar masses as low as ∼ 104M for limiting surface
brightness of ∼ 30 mag arcsec−2. While the surface bright-
ness limit plays such an important role for the entire range of
distances examined, spatial resolution starts to impact around
distances of 8 Mpc. Detection at the outskirts of the Local
Group, at 3 Mpc, are entirely independent of spatial resolution
over the range that we probed. Limited to the Local Volume,
even with a low spatial resolution of θ ∼ 5 arcsec, extremely
low mass galaxies are potentially detectable.
In Figure 4 we show mass limits for 95% completeness. In
the following we include all galaxies that fall within the (θ, µ)
limits. Clearly, the minimal detectable stellar mass shown
here affects the number of predicted field galaxies in the Local
Volume, presented in the next section.
3.2.2. Detection Rates of Field Dwarf Galaxies in the Local Volume
The resulting model predicted detection rates of dwarf
galaxies in the field for two volumes, 3 − 10 Mpc and 3 −
5 Mpc, are shown in Figure 5. We show results for two stel-
lar mass-halo mass relations, Rodrigues-Puebla et al. (2017,
hereafter, RP17) in the right panel and Behroozi et al. (2013,
hereafter B13) in the left panel, in order to get lower and upper
limits for the estimated values as well as to highlight the sensi-
tivity of the adopted model and the importance of constraining
this relation observationally at low masses. The figures show
the expected number of galaxies per square degree depending
on limiting surface brightness and spatial resolution.
The expected number of detected field galaxies varies sig-
nificantly given the limiting surface brightness and the spa-
tial resolution as well as different stellar mass-halo mass rela-
tions, ranging between 0.002 and and 0.35 galaxies per square
degree in the Local Volume (Figure 5). The largest num-
ber of galaxies is obtained when we adopt the B13 stellar
mass-halo mass relation (left panels). There, the number of
predicted detected galaxies is as high as 0.35 galaxies per
square degree, for limiting surface brightness levels fainter
than µeff,lim ∼ 29.5 mag arcsec−2 and a spatial resolution
better than θ ∼ 3.5”. However, adopting the RP17 rela-
tion reduces the number of detected field dwarfs for the same
observational limits to ∼ 0.05 galaxies per square degree.
Consistently with the results presented in 3.2.1, the limiting
surface brightness plays an important role in the predicted
number of galaxies while only at surface brightness limits of
& 26.5 mag arcsec−2 the spatial resolution starts to be im-
portant. Then, the number of predicted galaxies per square
degree increases as we lower the limiting surface brightness
and the spatial resolution, as expected.
For the smaller volume, 3 − 5 Mpc, the predicted number
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FIG. 5.— The cumulative number of predicted field galaxies per square degree to be detected in the Local Volume, between 3 and 10 Mpc (upper panel)
and between 3 and 5 Mpc (lower panel) using an integrated light imaging, assuming a limiting effective surface brightness in V -band, µeff,lim, and a spatial
resolution, θ. The left and right panels were calculated assuming the Behroozi et al. (2013) and the Rodrigues-Puebla et al. (2017) stellar mass-halo mass
relations, respectively.
is obviously much smaller, ranging between 0 and and 0.04
galaxies per square degree, depending on the surface bright-
ness limit and the spatial resolution. Considering galaxies
in this volume, the spatial resolution seems to be an almost
insignificant parameter in the context of only detecting the
galaxies. Of course, better spatial resolution is crucial for
resolving the galaxies into their different stellar populations.
Similar to the results for the larger volume, assuming the two
stellar mass-halo mass relations, B13 and RP17, results in sig-
nificantly different values for the predicted cumulative num-
ber. Comparing the two panels in each figure, it is easy to no-
tice that at fixed number density there is almost two orders of
magnitudes difference in their brightness between RP17 and
B13. These remarkable differences when adopting two differ-
ent stellar mass-halo mass relations emphasize the necessity
of detecting these dwarfs and placing strong constraints the
stellar mass-halo mass relation at low masses.
4. COMPARISON TO STAR COUNTS
After quantifying the detectability of dwarf galaxies using
integrated light surveys, we now turn to compare our results to
expectations from star count surveys. For an integrated light
survey we adopt the values from the Dragonfly Nearby Galax-
ies Survey (Merritt et al. 2014; Merritt et al. 2016a; Mer-
ritt et al. 2016b; Danieli et al. 2017). The surface bright-
ness limit in this survey is ∼ 29.5 mag arcsec−2 on scales
of ∼ 10 arcsec. For the purpose of comparing to star count
surveys we adopt parameters of two surveys: the Dark En-
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ergy Survey (DES; Diehl et al. 2014 and references therein),
performed with the Dark Energy Camera (DECam; Flaugher
et al. 2010; Flaugher et al. 2015; Diehl & Dark Energy Sur-
vey Collaboration 2012) where a g−band limiting magnitude
of 24.6 mag is assumed (The Dark Energy Survey Collabora-
tion 2005) and the Hyper Supreme Cam Survey (Aihara et al.
2017) where a g−band limiting magnitude of 26.5 mag is as-
sumed. For the two galaxy detection methods, integrated light
and star counts, we calculate the limiting distance for detec-
tion as a function of stellar mass, i.e., the farthest distance a
galaxy in a particular stellar mass is likely to be detected.
For the integrated light detections, the following steps were
taken: for each stellar mass, 106 galaxies were simulated,
where for each galaxy a surface brightness and an effective
radius (in kpc) were assigned such that they will be nor-
mally distributed with means and variances calculated in 3.1,
µeff,V ∼ N (µµeff,V , σ2µeff,V) and Reff ∼ N (µReff , σ2Reff). The
galaxies were then placed at random distances (D = 0 −
20 Mpc) and their corresponding angular sizes in arcseconds
were calculated. The integrated surface brightness is inde-
pendent of distance for these distances. Galaxies with surface
brightness lower than 29.5 mag arcsec−2 and with sizes larger
than 10 arcsec were flagged as ‘detected’. Then, the limiting
distance for detection was calculated for 20, 50 and 80% out
of the total number of simulated galaxies.
Detections using the star count method were determined
in the following way: first, we calculate a MIST model
isochrone for a single stellar population of age 10.0 Gyr and
metallicity of [Fe/H] = -2, and obtain synthetic photometry in
the DECam bands. Given the galaxy stellar mass, the number
of stars is obtained by integrating the IMF weights for those
stars with magnitudes brighter than g−band magnitude limits
of 24.6 mag and 26.5 mag. The limiting distance, Dlim for the
two star count surveys, is the distance for which a galaxy with
stellar mass, M∗ has a minimal number of detectable stars
with an apparent magnitude brighter than 24.6 mag and 26.5
mag, respectively. We assume that a minimum of 20±10 stars
is required for a significant detection. This is a conservative
lower limit, based on inspection of color-magnitude diagrams
in the discovery papers of Milky Way ultra faint dwarfs (Be-
lokurov et al. 2014; Torrealba et al. 2016b).5 Also, we assume
that all stars brighter than the survey limit can be used in the
analysis. In practice, brighter limits are usually employed;
as an example, Koposov et al. (2015) used r < 23 mag rather
than r < 24.6 mag due to uncertainties in the star/galaxy clas-
sification at fainter magnitudes in DES.
The resulting limiting distances as a function of stellar mass
for integrated light and star counts detections are shown is
Figure 6. The blue shaded regions show detectable distances
for 20− 50− 80% of the galaxies in the simulated Dragonfly
sample where the grey curves show the detectable distances
for star count surveys with magnitude limits of 24.6 mag and
26.5 mag in g−band (Shaded grey regions show the effect of
varying the minimum number of detected stars between 10
and 30). An integrated light survey using the Dragonfly Tele-
photo Array is forecasted to reach greater limiting distances
than using star count survey with the listed magnitude lim-
its, for a large fraction of the simulated galaxies. The mass
cutoff in the 80% detection curve is due to Dragonfly’s limit-
ing surface brightness while the limiting distance for all of the
Dragonfly curves is determined by the angular resolution. The
shape of the star count surveys detections limit curve matches
the general shape of the isochrones: we require 20 stars to
be detected, and at low masses the galaxies do not have this
many giants. As a result, the brightest stars are subgiants, and
the limiting distance plummets for these faint stars. At the
high mass end, star count surveys are restricted by the lim-
iting magnitude of the instrument as the brightness of stars,
and thus the number of detectable tracer stars, decreases with
the square of the distance. In contrast, integrated light sur-
5 The number of stars is usually not provided, but appears to be typically
larger than 10 (Belokurov, private communication).
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light pink curves). The left and right panels were calculated assuming the Behroozi et al. (2013) and the Rodrigues-Puebla et al. (2017) stellar mass-halo mass
relations, respectively.
face brightness is conserved with distance and thus integrated
light surveys are mostly restricted by their limiting surface
brightness and resolution, thus allow dwarfs to be detected
beyond the Local Group. The power of these complementary
approaches can also be seen in Figure 7. We show the cumu-
lative number of expected dwarf galaxies in a Dragonfly inte-
grated light survey and in a star count surveys assuming two
magnitude limits. Similar to Section 3.2.2, we assume dark
matter halo mass function from Tinker et al. (2010) and repeat
the calculation for the two stellar mass-halo mass relation:
B13 and RP17. As demonstrated before, the expected detec-
tion rate increases by an order of magnitude when adopting
the B13 stellar mass-halo mass relation compared to RP17.
The two imaging techniques essentially cover complementary
phase space where star count surveys are better at detecting
the plentiful lower mass nearby galaxies, where as integrated
light surveys help to increase the number of extended, low and
high mass, galaxy candidates further away, depending mostly
on their limiting surface brightness and spatial resolution.
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Recent developments of integrated light techniques are sen-
sitive enough to allow dwarfs to be detected beyond the Local
Group (Karachentsev et al. 2014; Merritt et al. 2014) and to
allow a statistical probe of the low mass dwarf population.
In this paper we study the prospects of integrated light
imaging in the context of constructing a complete census of
dwarf galaxies in the Local Volume general field (between 3
and 10 Mpc), down to very low masses.
We present a model for calculating the predicted detection
rates of dwarf galaxies using integrated light surveys, depend-
ing on their limiting effective surface brightness and spatial
resolution. Two assumptions are made and should be noted:
1. We partially base our model on properties that were mea-
sured for the dwarf galaxy population in the Local Group,
which can ultimately be very different from the statistical
properties of dwarf galaxies in the field. This assumption
can be revisited when the first samples of very low mass field
galaxies are available.
2. We assume a one-to-one relation for the stellar mass-
halo mass (M∗ − Mh) relation where the scatter at the low
mass end may be much larger than the 0.2 dex scatter mea-
sured at the high mass end.
The principle result of this paper is presented in Figure 5.
Assuming two M∗ − Mh relations, Behroozi et al. (2013)
and the Rodrigues-Puebla et al. (2017) ,we present the pre-
dicted abundances of field dwarfs in the Local Volume, in in-
tegrated light surveys over a range of values for the limiting
surface brightness, µeff,lim and spatial resolution, θ. Assuming
the B13 relation, low mass dwarf galaxies should be detected
in large numbers,∼ 0.3−0.4 deg−2, when carrying out an in-
tegrated light survey with a limiting surface brightness larger
than ∼ 29 mag arcsec−2 and a spatial resolution better than
∼ 5 arcsec. The result decreases by an order of magnitude
when we adopt the RP17 relation. This drastic change when
adopting two different stellar mass-halo mass relations, illus-
trates the necessity of performing a systematic search of such
objects in the field. Proving the existence or alternatively the
lack of a large population of faint and ultra-faint galaxies will
provide an important constraint on the M∗ − Mh relation at
low masses.
We compare our results to those that can be achieved us-
ing the ‘standard’ star counts method in Figures 6 and 7. We
demonstrate that integrated light imaging is complementary to
the star counts method and has different strengths and weak-
nesses. While the star counts technique is dominated by the
inverse square law, imaging the integrated light of extended
galaxies takes advantage of the conservation of surface bright-
ness in the Local Universe. Motivated by the results of this
study we are in the first stages of conducting the ‘Dragonfly
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Blank Wide Field Survey’. This is a deep photometric sur-
vey of a wide blank area to be carried out with the Dragon-
fly Telephoto Array. Its main goal is to detect a large set of
galaxy candidates, predicted to exist in the field, and to study
their properties. We hope to be able to shed light on theo-
ries of isolated galaxy formation which are currently fail to
be constrained since so-far no low mass dwarfs were detected
in the field. In order to study these galaxy candidates further,
follow-up deep high resolution observations will need to be
taken.
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APPENDIX
DWARF GALAXIES WITH YOUNGER STELLAR POPULATIONS
In Section 3.2 we present the result of our model, assuming a V−band mass-to-light ratio of M/LV = 2.0, appropriate for
old, metal poor stellar populations. Here we present the result of our model assuming a lower V−band mass-to-light ratio of
M/LV = 0.3, appropriate for younger (1 Gyr), metal poor stellar populations. We use the Flexible Stellar Population Synthesis
(FSPS) models to estimate the mass-to-light ratio of 0.3 for the younger population (Conroy & van Dokkum 2012). The results
are presented in Figures 8 and 9.
As expected, younger stellar populations results in brighter, more easily detected galaxies and thus increase the expected
detection rates of field dwarf galaxies. The predicted number of detected field dwarfs in the Local Volume (3− 10 Mpc) is now
1.2 galaxies per square degree, for limiting surface brightness fainter than µeff,lim ∼ 29.5 mag arcsec−2 and a spatial resolution
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FIG. 8.— The minimal detectable stellar mass in integrated light surveys, assuming a limiting effective surface brightness in the V−band and a spatial
resolution. Black contour lines indicate constant minimal stellar mass for different values of limiting effective surface brightness and spatial resolution. A
V−band mass-to-light ratio of M/LV = 0.3 has assumed, appropriate for, e.g., a 1 Gyr old, Z/H=-1 stellar population.
better than θ ∼ 3.5”, compared to 0.35 for a mass-to-light ratio of 2.0, when adopting the B13 stellar mass-halo mass relation
(left panels). Similarly to the results presented in Section 3.2, adopting the RP17 relation reduces the reduces the number of
detected field dwarfs for the same observational limits.
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